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Disclaimer
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I work at HSBC …but my opinions are my own…

And sometimes I’m pretty damn opinionated.



At HSBC we want to partner with companies       
to build a climate-friendly economy, and …    
adapt their business model so they can reap     
the benefits of going green.

- Noel Quinn, CEO

Provide

USD 100bn
of sustainable financing &
investment by 2025

Help reduce
emissions
We will reduce
our exposure to
thermal coal and
engage with clients
to actively manage
the transition path
for other high
carbon sectors.

Commit to source

100%
of our electricity
from renewable
sources by 2030

Increase
transparency
and disclosure
We’ll adopt the recommendations
of the Task Force Climate-
related Financial Disclosures
report 2018. This will help us
identify and disclose climate-
Related risks and opportunities
across our businesses

Create a

Centre of
Sustainable
Finance
We aim to provide the thought
leadership needed to unlock
the capital flows required to
address the world’s major
Sustainability challenges.
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Business & Environmental Sustainability -Introduction

Poll –who’s participating today?
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What’s your sustainability expertise?

❑ High –I know it all.
❑ Great –and I do it for a living.
❑ Moderate –I’m an arm chair expert.
❑ Low –You can tell me anything and I may believe you.



Helping you build a more sustainable business 3

Why Sustainability is good for your business
Doing good is also good for your business 

There is an increasing push for companies to adopt sustainable practices; t driven by 
stakeholder pressures, including from governments, and growing regulation1, investors, 
customers, and the public.

Being sustainable can also help businesses save money and create long-term business value:

Consumer demand 

According to a Nielsen study, 66% 
of consumers are willing
to pay more for sustainable 
brands2.

Brand standout 

Sustainable businesses enjoy
greater differentiation in their 
marketplace.

Reduce costs 

Sustainable business
models may have lower
costs and increased labour
efficiencies.

Innovation

The drive to sustainability 
stimulates product innovation.

1 Examples include, but are not limited to, G20’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) recommendations; France’s Climate Risk Reporting Law, Article 173; and the UK’s Clean Air Act.
2 https://www.nielsen.com/content/dam/nielsenglobal/dk/docs/global-Sustainability-report-oct-2015.pdf
3 http://www.business.hsbc.com/-/media/examplemedia/pdfs/hsbc-hidden-impact-mme-2017.pdf
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Business & Sustainability

People Place Product
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Business & Environmental Sustainability -Introduction
Place: Buildings & Operations
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Together we thrive
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As of 2019, HSBC sourced 29.4% of electricity from renewable sources.
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Business & Environmental Sustainability -Introduction

People – employees, clients, suppliers & beyond 
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Wider society & beyond the commercial

Tackling risks & opportunities 

of our balance sheet 

& clients

Climate action in the financial sector
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Engaging 

our people

Managing our 

operational impacts
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o Engaging employees

• Green Action Teams

• Education & Training

o Community Investment

o Strategic & philanthropi

partnerships for  climate 

action & other sustainability 

impacts.
HSBC Social Innovation Academy –engaging university students 
in support of social enterprises



Engaging our suppliers
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supply chain

Centre of 
Sustainable 

Finance

$100B in 
Sustainable 
Financing & 
Transparency

Reduce emissions
& 

add
renewable                    
energy

Community 
InvestmentTraining & 

Employee 
Engagement



Why Sustainability Matters to your Business 
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of companies are developing programmes around 
sustainable supply chains with key partners 

78%

of companies feel the pressure to manage their 
supply chain in a more sustainable way, with 
customers being the main driver.

86%

80% of global trade passes through supply chains; 
they are one of the most important levers for 
business to create positive impact in the world

Lever for impact

Consumer 

awareness

Competitiveness

Supply chain sustainability 
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Sustainable supply chains? 
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…support a shift to sustainability in global supply 
chains: 

• Support apparel factories, tanneries and mills in 
China, India, Vietnam and Bangladesh to shift 
towards sustainability through charitable 
partnerships.

• Introduce supply chain solutions which embed 
sustainability in customers’ supply chains.

• Expand review and engagement of HSBC’s own 
supply chain.

The environmental impact within most 
companies’ supply chain significantly 
outstrips the impact of their own 
operations. 

Supply chains are one of the most 
important levers for businesses to create 
positive impact in the world, with an 
estimated 80% of global trade passing 
through them annually. 

(UN Global Compact)

Market context HSBC commitment

Research report on supply chain and climate resilience , HSBC Centre of Sustainable Finance: 
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/sustainable-infrastructure/supply-chain-resilience-and-climate-change

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/our-work/supply-chain
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/sustainable-infrastructure/supply-chain-resilience-and-climate-change
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Business & Environmental Sustainability -Introduction

Sustainable Finance
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Together we thrive
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TargraTargra

HSBC’s Centre of Sustainable Finance offers free research reports, articles and other 
resources to understand sustainability trends, and solutions, impacts of key sectors, and 
transition and sustainable finance:    https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/

https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/


Sustainable Finance – what it means for HSBC
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▪ Understanding our clients’ strategic sustainability 

priorities & supporting them. 

▪ Leveraging our own sustainability credentials and 

experience to strengthen client relationships.

▪ Marketing green financial products to support our 

clients in achieving their sustainability priorities. 

▪ Sharing HSBC thought leadership for financing the 

low-carbon transition.

▪ Tracking our volume of business with sustainable 

companies and projects –meeting HSBC’s global 

sustainable finance commitments. 

Sustainable 

Finance:

Facilitating 

financial flows 

to support 

• client’s 

sustainability 

goals &

• transition to low-

carbon economy



Together we thrive
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Priority Sectors for Sustainable Finance
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Green bonds & beyond
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https://www.climatebonds.net/about

Info on  climate bonds: https://www.climatebonds.net/about ; See also articles in HSBC Centre of Sustainable Finance  on mobilizing finance: 
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/mobilising-finance

https://www.climatebonds.net/about
https://www.climatebonds.net/about
https://www.sustainablefinance.hsbc.com/mobilising-finance


Together we thrive
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https://www.tcfdhub.org/ --Task Force on Climate Disclosure –hub for info & 
resources on reporting and reports, etc.

https://www.tcfdhub.org/
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Financing the transition to a low carbon economy
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 In the context of climate change, transition risk reflects the possibility that a 
counterparty’s ability to meet its financial obligations will deteriorate due to 
the global movement from a high-carbon to a low-carbon economy. 

 These transition risks include: 

– Tighter environmental regulations, e.g. regulations of CO2 emissions and 
carbon pricing.

– Technology changes, e.g. adoption of energy-efficient and disruptive 
technologies.

– Market changes, e.g. changing consumer behaviour and changing supply 
chains.

 HSBC and other financial institutions may be exposed to such risks not only 
from direct lending and market dealing, but also from a reputational 
perspective through the financing of CO2 intensive businesses.

What is transition risk?  …a buzz term in finance today



Climate change presents new opportunities & risks for financial sector

Opportunities

New growth areas and sectors 

New products and propositions

Financing the transition to a low-

carbon economy

Brand and reputation lift

Renewed engagement with clients, 

employees and shareholders.

Decline in asset values 

Increased regulation & disclosure 

requirements

Economic cost of disasters 

Brand & reputation damage

Changing investor expectations & 

investment criteria (ESG).

Risks
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HSBC’s ambition is to be the leading bank globally to finance 
the low-carbon transition. 

Our goal is that by 2030, we’ll have catalyzed an 
unprecedented acceleration towards a net-zero sustainable 
economy –putting low-carbon solutions and nature-based 
solutions at the heart of that transition
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Questions …comments?

We want to hear from you.
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Thank you
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